
Summer school in ‘Contemporary International Legal Perspectives’

In the center of Paris  (Panthéon Square),  the  University Paris  II  (Panthéon-Assas),
successor of the old Faculty of Law of the Paris University, organizes a summer school
in International Law within the Institut des Hautes Etudes Internationales, the eldest
French international law institute, founded in 1921.

Devoted to the ‘Contemporary International Legal Perspectives’, the students of the
Summer school will have the possibility to attend the following teachings, provided in
English by leading French authorities in the field of international legal studies: 

 

Module 1           International legal relations: contemporary perspectives (10 hours)

Module 2           International organizations: regional and universal issues (5 hours)

Module 3           International litigation: current perspectives (10 hours)

Module  4         Contemporary  issues  of  international  business  law:  commercial
relations and arbitration (10 hours)

http://www.ihei.fr/presentation/
http://www.ihei.fr/
http://www.u-paris2.fr/fr


Place and time. 

The Summer school will take place in the old Faculty of Law: 12, Place du Panthéon in
Paris. 

All the lectures will be organized over a week on an intensive basis from July, the 17th 
2017 to July, the 21st 2017.



Admissions. 

May be admitted to the Summer School on ‘Contemporary International Legal 
Perspectives’ students or professionals, without consideration of nationality or of 
place of education, that have gone through a general university preparation 
amounting to at least two years of higer education, with either a significant part of 
legal studies or an international legal practice considered to be sufficient by the 
director of the Summer School.

Candidates should complete, in French or in English, the online application file. A 
cover letter, a résumé (curriculum vitae) and a document establishing the university 
preparation and, where applicable, the legal practice of the candidate, must be joined
to the application form.

Fees and certificate. 

The fees of the Summer school amount to 1000 € (one thousand Euros) / student.
The students that will attend the program will receive a Certificate of the University
acknowledging  the  participation  to  the  Summer  school  in  ‘Contemporary
International Legal Perspectives’.




